Case Study: NFVi Engineering compliant to ETSI MANO

NFVi Engineering compliant to ETSI MANO
for a leading platform OEM
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Openstack

ETSI-MANO based “Cloud In
a Box” NFV infrastructure
with vFW, vLTM, vSBC,
vRouter working together
as a complete solution

Deployment and testing of
VNFs to prove their robustness
performance on customers’
NFV Infrastructure.

Deployed OpenStack
services(Compute,
Network and Control)
and Tacker on 3U chassis
by configuring multiple
hardware nodes running
on intel XEON processor

VNF deployment creating
YAML rules in Tacker,
data path acceleration
using DPDK followed
by the creation of isolated
and virtual test environment
to fine tune VNF performance.

Openstack, DPDK

Fortigate vFW, BIG-IP LTM,
Genband vSBC, Brocade vRouter

Standalone Platform
infrastructure positioned
as an ETSI compliant
Cloud in a box for multiple
Telco use-cases.
.

Demonstration of the platform’s
capability to offer VNF
performance comparable to
that of physical network
devices running around
10m concurrent sessions .

CI environment confirming to
ETSI MANO along with
automated VNF deployment,
upgrade and performance
testing.

Modification of OPNFV based
CI environment ( YardStick,
Functest), taking care of
automated deployment,
performance testing
and conformance testing
of overall “Cloud In a Box”
Solution

Python, Anisble, Jenkins,
JUJU, MAAS

Ability to offer a career grade
and open ETSI-NFV solution
capable of future extensions
(Openstack versions, new
VNFs etc. ) which can be
integrated and confirmed
seamlessly.
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